Handling Big Data in Cyber Security

It is an unfortunate fact that cyber attacks are a problem that is not going away, but,
rather, will continue to escalate. According to the 2015 Cyberthreat Defense Report
North America & Europe, for example, over 70% of organizations reported being
compromised by a successful cyber attack in the last 12 months, with PwC reporting
that last year incidents grew by 60% CAGR. With this problem established as fact, we
need to now focus on why it’s getting worse.
One component is the continual expansion of the attack surface, targets of opportunity, which makes
penetrating the network easier for cybercriminals. With nearly every employee owning multiple
devices, the endpoint risk doubles or even triples with each individual. If we consider all the node
connections between each device, we are looking at an impossibly complex network – a hacker’s
haven. As companies get bigger, networks outsourced, people divergent and data more disparate, the
attack surface becomes massive, as does vulnerability. In the meantime, the access to cyber weaponry
gets easier with adversaries buying lines of malicious code straight off the black market.
What are companies to do? How can they prepare given the high probability of becoming a victim of
some type of attack?

To protect their most critical assets, organizations need to expand their strategy beyond perimeter
defense in addition to continuously improving business processes to more effectively understand and
prioritize risk. Placing advanced detection bolstered with forensics at the core of their security strategy
will help the enterprise become more efficient at protection by increasing their defense in depth. Why?
Because the risk of a breach is on the rise, and just knowing that an adversary has gotten in is no
longer sufficient. Developing knowledge of the attack profile is the next step in getting smarter at
understanding the gaps to act faster.
One of the variables that aims at answering the “what do I do now?” question, requires a new
approach to detection that centers around smart data segmentation. Tailored for simplifying the
inherent complexity of ever-growing data and its location across the network, segmentation not only
helps surface most relevant intelligence, but it also makes the system leaner and reduces the noise.
Despite organizations deploying some of the best security technologies currently available on the
market, networks continue to get hacked, bad guys get in and proprietary information leaks out. Why?
The answer might be hidden in the congested waterfalls of big data that are constantly pouring
through the arteries of enterprise systems. Given the overwhelming volume, no wonder things get lost.
Segment First, Then Analyze

Segment First, Then Analyze
The traffic moving across the network perimeter, as well as its internal arteries, will require a different
kind of scrutiny depending on its origin and movement. Being able to segment the flow of data
through monitoring critical assets, external/mobile devices, and whole traffic in segments versus one
large data flow, we can more easily track the more porous and critical areas of the attack surface.
Properly attributing the traffic allows for faster remediation and understanding the attack path, as you
have already segmented how you watch the traffic.
We cannot prevent the proliferation of new devices, IoT, and each person’s expanding internet
footprint. As the vulnerability is poised to grow, the key is to implement detection systems that can
quickly determine the location of a system’s vulnerabilities and compromises. These days the busy
security professional does not have the time to sort through mountains of data and log files to figure
out what to do. The market demands that the system automates their decision process through
recommendations specific to their environment. In order to get closer to that capability, and preserve
its analytical power, a security system first needs to know which data to collect and discard.
This approach will make your system more lean, accurate and efficient at catching the bad guys, and it
may also spark an evolution in an organization’s security policy. But that is a whole other topic.
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